This map is intended to be printed at its original dimensions in USGS 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle maps published between the statewide Surficial Materials Map of Connecticut, (Stone, J.R., further information concerning their thickness and modes of occurrence). For a complete description of surficial materials map units, and their combinations, please refer to the text section.

Thick Till
Sand overlying Sand and Gravel
Sand and Gravel overlying Sand
Gravel overlying Sand
Fines overlying Sand and Gravel

OTHER GEOLOGIC MAPS - This map is also available for other geographic areas and can be obtained through the USGS or local governmental agencies.

DATA SOURCES
SURFICIAL MATERIALS - Surveys and reports done on site and by aerial photography.
GLACIAL AND POSTGLACIAL DEPOSITS - Data compiled from various sources and field investigations.
GEOLIC MAPS - Maps and reports published by state and federal agencies.

This map is a product of the Connecticut Geological and Natural History Survey and is intended for informational purposes only. It does not depict the legal boundaries of property lines or rights of way.

EXPLANATION
Detailed surficial and geological information on this map includes:
- Surficial materials:
  - Thick Till
  - Sand overlying Sand and Gravel
  - Sand and Gravel overlying Sand
  - Gravel overlying Sand
  - Fines overlying Sand and Gravel

- Geologic maps:
  - Bedrock
  - Surficial
  - Quaternary (glacial)

This map is intended for use in understanding the geologic setting of the area and is not intended for specific engineering or construction purposes.

DATA SOURCES
- SURFICIAL MATERIALS: Surveys and reports done on site and by aerial photography.
- GLACIAL AND POSTGLACIAL DEPOSITS: Data compiled from various sources and field investigations.
- GEOLIC MAPS: Maps and reports published by state and federal agencies.

This map is a product of the Connecticut Geological and Natural History Survey and is intended for informational purposes only. It does not depict the legal boundaries of property lines or rights of way.